We consider the Multiple Vehicle Pickup and Delivery Problem (MVPDP) with objective of minimizing the total travel cost and the fixed vehicle cost. Most of the optimization based approaches for solving the MVPDP are developed for a restrictive hard time window or tight capacity environment that depend significantly on the reduction of the feasible solution space. We develop an alternative optimization solution approach for the MVPDP that does not require these constraints to be tight. The problem is formulated as a 0-1 integer-programming problem. A branch-and-cut algorithm is developed to optimally solve the problem. Four classes of valid inequalities for the MVPDP are proposed. By using the proposed solution approach, we were able to optimally solve problem instances of up to 5 vehicles and 17 customers on problems without clusters and up to 5 vehicles and 25 customers on problems with clusters within a stopping criterion of three CPU hours on a Sun Fire 4800 Server.
Introduction
The Pickup and Delivery Problem (PDP) generally consists of a fleet of vehicles and a set of customer requests. Each request specifies the size of the load to be transported and the locations of two stops: pickup and delivery points. Furthermore, the same vehicle must visit the pickup location before the delivery location. The pickup portion of the request is considered serviced when all the units to be transported of the request are on board the vehicle while the delivery portion of the request is considered serviced when all the units are disembarked off the same vehicle. Each vehicle has a given capacity, a start location and an end location. The objective is to minimize the total cost, which may include the fixed vehicle cost and the travel cost, while satisfying all customer demand.
The PDP has received attention by many researchers over the last two decades.
This interest is due in part to its practical importance. For example, the well-known Diala-Ride Problem (DARP) can be considered as a PDP in which the loads to be transported represent people and with some special service-constraints such as maximum ride time.
Therefore the size of a load and vehicle capacity must be integer. The rapid growth of the parcel transportation industry due to increasing e-commerce demand and the growth of the paratransit industry due to the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) further highlight the significance of the PDP.
The PDP is known to be NP-hard in the strong sense. Due to its computational difficulty, prior work on exact algorithmic development for the PDP has focused either on the single vehicle problem (referred to as SVPDP) or problems with hard time windows (referred to as PDPHTW). Psaraftis (1980) proposed the first exact algorithm for the SVPDP, which was based on dynamic programming. Kalantari, Hill, and Arora (1985) developed a branchand-bound algorithm for the SVPDP, and problem instances with up to 15 customers were optimally solved with this algorithm. Fischetti and Toth (1989) solved the problem by using an additive bounding approach in a branch-and-bound algorithm. Ruland and Rodin (1997) presented a branch-and-cut algorithm, and problem instances with up to 15 customers were optimally solved.
In the PDPHTW, a time window is associated with each stop of the request whether it is a pickup or delivery point. A feasible schedule satisfies all requests within the given time window. The research interest in the PDPHTW is aroused partially by the increasing number of practical applications such as paratransit vehicle routing. With hard time windows, it may be possible to optimally solve moderate size problems using dynamic programming algorithms since hard time windows can reduce the solution space by eliminating a large number of states. The two keys in implementing a dynamic programming approach are state definition and state elimination. Psaraftis (1983) presented a forward dynamic programming algorithm to solve the single-vehicle PDPHTW. Desrosiers, Dumas, and Soumis (1986) provided an alternative dynamic programming algorithm for the same problem. Dumas, Desrosiers, and Soumis (1991) developed a column generation solution procedure to optimally solve the PDPHTW with up to 55 customers using a single vehicle. Their approach works well only under either restrictive capacity or time window constraints. For example, in their problem instance of 55 customers, the restrictive capacity and time window constraints enabled them to significantly reduce the number of arcs in the problem to 1996 from a total of over 12,000. Clearly, the tighter the time window and capacity constraints, the more difficult it is to identify a feasible schedule. However, tight capacity and time window restrictions reduce the solution space significantly, thus making the above approaches computationally tractable to find optimal solutions for small to moderate size problems.
The focus of this paper is to develop an exact solution procedure for the Multiple Vehicle Pickup and Delivery Problem (MVPDP) that does not depend on elimination techniques for reducing the solution space due to violations in capacity and time window constraints. That is, we consider problems where these constraints are not tight. Clearly, problems without hard time windows are similar to problems with hard time windows with arbitrarily large windows. However, as earlier stated, large time windows make dynamic programming approaches computationally intractable. There are many applications such as carrier delivery in which the vehicle capacity is not restrictive and the time windows are sufficiently large (e.g, end of business day). Savelsbergh and Sol (1995) provide other examples where there are not restrictive time window constraints.
Our solution approach is based on a branch-and-cut algorithm. In §4, we show that our algorithm can optimally solve problem instances of up to 5 vehicles and 17 customers on problems without clusters and 5 vehicles and 25 customers on problems with clusters within a stopping criterion of three CPU hours on a SUN Fire 4800 System. Although our focus is on exact solution procedures, we note that there also has been a large body of work that focused on heuristic development for the MVPDP due to the combinatorial nature of the problem. Savelsbergh and Sol (1995) provide an excellent review of this work. More recent approximation solution procedures include the column management scheme by Savelsbergh and Sol (1998) , the insertion heuristic developed by Madsen, Ravn, and Rygaard (1995) , the clustering algorithm developed by Ioachim et al. (1995) , and the parallel insertion heuristic developed by Toth and Vigo (1997) .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In §1, we present a new mixed integer linear programming formulation for the MVPDP that only introduces integer variables representing arc flow. That is, no additional binary variables are needed to represent pairing the pickup with the delivery request on the same vehicle.
Furthermore, our formulation does not include an extra index for the binary variables to represent vehicle number. Several classes of valid constraints are then identified in §2.
In §3, the details of the branch-and-cut procedure including the prediction strategy and branch methods are presented. Computational results are shown in §4, followed by some concluding remarks in §5.
Formulation
We provide an integer programming formulation for the PDP with multiple heterogeneous vehicles, which implies that each vehicle may have its own capacity, depart depot, and return depot. The objective is to find a collection of at most m simple circuits (m is the number of vehicles in the fleet) with minimum total costs, defined as the sum of the travel costs, and fixed operating cost for each used vehicle.
Let there be n customers. Each customer has a pickup and a delivery request.
Node i represents the pickup node for customer i and node n+i represents the delivery node for customer i. Denote N + r ={1, 2, …, n} the node set for all pickup requests and N -r ={n+1, n+2, …, 2n} the node set for all delivery requests. For example, node 1 and node n+1 represent the pickup and delivery locations for customer 1, respectively. Let N r = N + r ∪ N -r = {1, 2, …, 2n} represent the node set for all service stops.
Let there be m vehicles to be routed and scheduled. In our network we represent the departure and return depots for all vehicles by m+1 nodes. They are node set N q = {2n+1, 2n+2, …, 2n+m+1}. Node 2n+1 represents the departure node for the first vehicle. Nodes 2n+v, v=2, 3, …, m represent the return node for the (v-1) th vehicle as well as the departure node for the v th vehicle. Node 2n+m+1 represents the return node for the m th vehicle.
We remark that extending the network from a single vehicle to a multiple case for a VRP is straightforward since there is no pairing constraint that requires a pickup to be matched with the delivery on the same vehicle. That is, in the PDP the two nodes representing the pickup and delivery points of a request must be on the same path for a given vehicle. Our network design takes into consideration this pairing constraint while attempting to keep the number of arc flow variables to a minimum.
The network for the problem can be constructed as follows: G (N, A) where the node set N= N r ∪ N q and A is the arc set. Let A= A r ∪ A q ∪ A r,q , where A r represents the set of arcs between nodes of N r , A q represents the set of arcs between nodes of N q , and A r,q represents the set of arcs connecting N r and N q . In A r we exclude all arcs (i+n, i), 1≤ i ≤ n because they violate the requirement of pickup before delivery. An example of graph A r for a two customer case is shown in Figure 1a , where nodes 1 and 2 represent the pickup nodes and nodes 3 and 4 represent the delivery nodes of customer 1 and 2 respectively. Arc set A q has exactly m+1 arcs that formulate a loop. Figure 1b Note that to define the order of nodes in a Hamiltonian tour, we assume that the tour starts from node 2n+1, which is the departure depot for the first vehicle, and ends in node 2n+m+1, which is the return depot for the last vehicle.
We next present a mathematical formulation of the MVPDP referred to as F1.
Our formulation does not require an extra index for vehicle number in the arc flow variables to enforce the pairing of the pickup and delivery requests. (1) and (2) are the basic network constraints, which impose that exactly one vehicle enters and leaves each service vertex.
Constraints (3) and (4) Constraints (7) and (8) are prior constraints, which force the pickup node to be visited before the corresponding delivery node. Constraint (9) is the pairing constraint, which ensures that the pickup and delivery requests for each customer must be satisfied by the same vehicle.
Constraint (10) is the vehicle capacity constraint, which enforces that at any time the load on the vehicle is under the vehicle capacity. Because the vehicle capacity can only be violated at the pickup locations, the load of the vehicle is checked only at each pickup load. At each pickup node j, the capacity of the vehicle that will visit node j is . The current load of the vehicle before visiting node j is
Constraint (11) sets node 2n+1 as the first node in the tour. Constraints (12) and (13) A characteristic of the formulation is that the subtour elimination has been implicitly included in the formulation. In other words, any integer solution of the above formulation must represent a Hamiltonian tour in the network.
Proposition 1. There doesn't exist any subtour in any feasible solution of Formulation

F1 including the linear relaxation of constraint (16).
PROOF:
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose part of the x variables generate a subtour (n i , n i+1 , …, n i+z , n j , n i ), where n i , n i+1, …, n i+z , n j are arbitrary z+2 number of different nodes in the network (z < 2n+m-1), n i and n j are two arbitrary adjacent nodes in this subtour. Because x j,i =1, constraint (5) enforces b j,i = 1. On the other hand, since x i,i+1 = 1, x i+1,i+2 = 1, …, x i+z,j = 1 and j≠i, j≠i+1, …, j≠i+z copy constraints (3) and (4) )}.
The reverse relationship between the x and b variables does not hold. That is,
given that the b variables are integer, it does not imply that the x variables will be integer.
This is due to the inequality constraint (5), which is a one way constraint and can only set b i,j from x i,j .
Because we only need to enforce the integrality of the arc flow variables, our formulation has 4n 2 +2mn+(m+1-3n) integer variables. It saves around O(mn 2 ) integer variables comparing with the formulation of Desaulniers et al. (2000) . The addition of more vehicles does not significantly increase the number of binary variables in our formulation.
A simple extension of the above formulation can be used to solve the PDPHTW.
Let variable T i be the time at which service at node i begins, i∈N r . t i,j and s i represent the travel time from node i to j and the service time at node i, arc (i, j)∈A. Next, let [e i , l i ] denote the service time window for each pickup or delivery node i, i={1, 2, …, 2n}. Let also E v denote the earliest start time for vehicle v and L v denote the latest return time for vehicle v, v={1, 2, …, m}. Then the following constraints (17) to (20) can be used to deal with the hard time window case, where M is a very big number.
Constraint (17) ensures that the service at node i cannot be started until the vehicle finishes serving the immediate precedent node and travels to the current node. 
Identification of Valid Inequalities
Let Γ denote the set that includes all the feasible solutions satisfying constraints (1) to (16). Then Conv(Γ), the convex hull of Γ, is the MVPDP polytope. Let Γ relax include all feasible solutions of the LP relaxation satisfying constraints (1) to (16). Then Conv(Γ) ⊂ Conv(Γ relax ). In order to optimally solve the formulation with a branch-and-cut algorithm, some tight inequalities must be identified to make Conv(Γ relax ) approach Conv(Γ). The ideal case is when these inequalities induce all the facets of Conv(Γ).
Then, Conv(Γ) =Conv(Γ relax ) and no branching is necessary. This section describes four classes of equalities/inequalities used in our algorithm to cut Conv(Γ relax ). We next prove that they are valid inequalities for Conv(Γ). We use the term valid inequality to mean that it will not eliminate any extreme points of Conv(Γ). represents the sequence number of node i in the tour (e.g., S 2n+1 =0 and S 2n+m+1 =2n+m).
Transfer Prior Constraint
Therefore S i +1 ≤S i+n .
Valid Equalities
One of the constraints for the MVPDP is that each pair of pickup and delivery requests must be satisfied by the same vehicle. Although constraint (9) ensures this requirement is met for integer solutions, we can add another equality referred to as Vehicle Return 
Computational Savings of Using Valid Inequalities
In Table 1 we compare the quality of the lower bound Z LP obtained in the root of the branch-and-cut tree, the integrality gap between Z LP and the optimal solution Z OPT , and the entire computational time with and without the proposed valid inequalities. This experiment uses Solomon's benchmark problems for the vehicle routing problem. These problems can be found in the following web page:
http://www.cba.neu.edu/~msolomon/problems.htm
Since the benchmark problems are intended for the vehicle routing problem, we randomly selected pickup and delivery pairings. The first column of Table 1 shows the number of customers for the problem. The number of nodes used from the benchmark problems is twice the number of customers plus two since these experiments assume a single vehicle. The node sets are derived from Solomon's benchmark problem R101. 
Branch-and-cut Algorithm
We next describe a branch-and-cut algorithm that finds an optimal solution for the MVPDP. The performance of this algorithm will be analyzed through computational experiments in §4.
Bounding
At each node of the search tree, a linear relaxation is defined by (1) to (16) as well as additional constraints (21) to (26) . Note that the sum of the number of constraints of type (3) and (4) for a n-customer problem is around 16n 3 and the number of constraints of type (5) is around 4n 2 . When x i,j = 0, the corresponding 4n+2m+1 constraints (3) to (5) will be redundant. According to our computational experience, a large number of x variables out of the total of around 4n 2 +2mn equal to zero in each iteration. There is no need to include all these redundant constraints at every step of the process. Therefore we treat constraints (3) to (5) in the same manner as constraints (21) to (26). That is, they will be added to the problem only if they are violated when not included.
A computational comparison between including all constraints from (3) to (5) in the formulation with adding them iteratively is shown in Table 2 . Similar to the previous experiments, we selected Solomon's benchmark problem R101 and R102 for this set of experiments. Since the benchmark problems are intended for the vehicle routing problem, we randomly selected pickup and delivery pairings. The first column of Table 2 shows the number of customers for the problem. The number of nodes used from the benchmark problems is twice the number of customers plus two since these experiments assume a single vehicle. When the number of customers is 50 or less, we strictly used the data set R101. When the number of customers is greater than 50, we used both R101 and R102 problems, since each of these problems have a maximum of a 101 locations.
The second and third columns of Table 2 show the CPU Time for solving the LPrelaxation by CPLEX when including all constraints (3) to (5) in the problem and the number of these types of constraints, respectively. Columns four and five show the CPU time of solving the LP relaxation if these constraints are added iteratively and the total number of these types of constraints that were iteratively added in finding the optimal solution to the LP relaxation, respectively. As the The complete steps of the algorithm are shown in Figure 2 . At each node, we first solve the LP-relaxation of the problem including only constraints (1), (2), and (6)-(16).
The additional constraints are only included to the LP-relaxation if they are violated. We note that although the integer solution of our formulation does not include any subtours (Proposition 1), subtour elimination constraints are necessary for fractional solutions to improve the lower bound. We used the algorithm from Rinaldi (1990,1991) to identify the subtour elimination inequalities for fractional solutions. The trigger level of 6n, where n is the number of customers, in step 4 and the trigger level of 4 in step 7
were experimentally determined. Using zero as a trigger level may cause the addition of some constraints to the LP-relaxation that will be naturally eliminated in a subsequent step of the procedure. That is, these triggers tend to reduce the number of repeated LP-relaxations that needed to be solved. We will discuss our branching strategy, integer prediction, and elimination of ineffective constraints next.
Branching
When the bounding procedure fails to yield an integer solution, branching is performed on one of the fraction nodes of the branching decision tree. We have tested two different branching strategies.
The first branching method is the adaptation of the common fractional variable branching scheme. First, define Q i,j , where i<j, as follows, 
The fractional x i,j variable with the highest Q i,j value, which is incident to the nodes connected by the edges that is fixed to one, will be given the highest priority to be branched next. Branching creates two or three child nodes. If arc (i, j)∈A and arc (j, i)∈A, there are three child nodes: x i,j =x j,i =0; x i,j =1 and x j,i =0; x i,j =0 and x j,i =1; Otherwise two child nodes are generated.
The second branching method is due to the characteristic of the formulation. In §2.3, we defined S i = , 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n+m+1, for each node i and pointed out that S
implies the sequence number of node i in the tour. Therefore, solving the MVPDP can also be expressed as finding an assignment of the integer values 0, 1, …, 2n+m to the integer variables S 1 , S 2 , …, S 2n+m+1 satisfying the capacity constraints, prior constraints, and pairing constraints. At each fractional node, we calculate Q' i,j = |S i -S j | for each pair of i, j, i<j and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2n+m+1. We branch the pair (i, j) with the minimal Q' i,j value. Two child nodes are created. One has the new constraint S i -S j > 1 and the other has the new constraint S i -S j ≤ 1.
Integer Prediction
In the branch and bound algorithm, finding a good integer solution early can reduce the number of explored nodes, which makes the procedure more efficient. At each fraction node in our branching decision tree, we predict the corresponding integer solution from the current fractional solution. Our prediction procedure relies on the S i variables too.
First the S i for each node i is calculated, then the nodes are sorted in increasing order of S i . Assume they are {L 1 , L 2 , …, L 2m+n+1 }. We know it is a Hamiltonian tour in our network, and due to the Pairing Prior Constraint in §2.3 all prior constraints have been satisfied. But because of possible fractional values of the solution, the pairing and capacity constraints may not be satisfied. Thus we need to check whether these two constraints are satisfied. If not, a simple heuristic procedure is applied to adjust the sequence to satisfy all these constraints. The heuristic is as follows. First, the violations of the pairing constraints are resolved. Assume there are j pairing constraints violated.
For each of these J customers, the pairing constraint can be satisfied by either inserting the pickup location to the tour of the vehicle visiting only the delivery location or inserting the delivery location to the tour of the vehicle visiting only the pickup location.
The option with the lower total travel cost is chosen. Then the violations of the capacity constraints are resolved by moving some delivery request forward within the same vehicle's tour. Now we have a feasible solution for the MVPDP. Its cost will be computed and compared with the current best integer solution. If it is better than the current best integer solution, it will be set as the new best integer solution.
In Table 3 we compared the elapsed CPU time and the number of explored nodes of finding the optimal integer solution with and without using prediction. Similar to the previous experiments, we selected Solomon's benchmark problem R101 for this set of experiments. The first column in Table 3 shows the number of customers. The second and third columns in the table show the CPU time and the number of explored nodes without using the prediction strategy. The fourth and fifth columns show the CPU time and the number of explored nodes using prediction. The sixth column shows the average number of the violated pairing constraints at each branching node. Note that the saving in the CPU time is not as much as the saving in the number of the explored nodes due to the additional computation time needed in the prediction. As the table shows, prediction shows a slight benefit in reducing the CPU time of finding an optimal solution.
Without Using Prediction
Using Prediction Num. of Cust. Table 3 Computational Comparison between using Prediction and without using Prediction
CPU
Eliminate Ineffective constraints
From the above description, the procedure of iteratively solving the LP relaxation by adding violated constraints can cause other constraints to become redundant in solving any node in the branch tree. These redundancy constraints are eliminated after solving each node by checking whether the slack variable of the constraint is greater than zero.
As observed by Laporte et al. (1985) , the elimination of these ineffective constraints can result in computational savings, even though occasionally such constraints may need to be reintroduced. Our experiments also showed that purging of these ineffective constraints saved computational time, especially for the problems with more customers.
For example, for problems with 15 customers, eliminating ineffective constraints saves on average 12% computational time over the case without eliminating ineffective constraints.
Computational Results
We implemented our algorithm using C++ on a SUN Fire 4800 System (12 900MHZ CPUs). The LP solver is CPLEX 4.0. This section presents the computational results from our branch and cut algorithm.
As opposed to the vehicle routing problem, there are few clearly defined benchmark problems for the pickup and delivery problem. We test our approach based on two data sets. The first data set is the modification of Solomon's benchmark problems for the vehicle routing problem. The second data set is generated using the same method of Savelsbergh and Sol (1998) . In all our experiments, we assume that the distance between two points is the Euclidean distance. The travel cost and travel time between two points are equal to the distance between these points. All numbers are rounded to the nearest integers.
Solomon's benchmark problem
We next compare our algorithm on Solomon's vehicle routing test problems. From
Solomon's benchmark problems, we studied two different categories of problems: R1 and C1. We skip the R2 and C2 type problems because they are the same as R1 and C1
respectively when the time window is not considered. In each category, two cases are studied. They are R101, R102, C101 and C102. The R-type problems have all locations randomly generated while the C-type problems have locations that are clustered.
Since Solomon's data sets are for the VRP, we randomly paired the requests to form the customers. For each data set, ten different random pairings were generated. For the C-type problems, three sampling methods were tested. They were:
• Ensuring pickup and delivery locations of a customer were in the same cluster
• Ensuring pickup and delivery locations of a customer were not in the same cluster
• No restriction was made on the pairing between the pickup and delivery locations
The fleet size was set to five with the vehicle capacity set to 200. The fixed cost of using a vehicle was set to zero to encourage multiple vehicle usage. Note that if the location of the depots for all vehicles are identical and there are no time window or capacity constraints, there exists an optimal solution that uses only one vehicle for the MVPDP. Therefore, in our experiments each vehicle has its own unique departure/return depot, and it was randomly selected from the data set.
The following Tables 4 to 8 Table 5 Results of MVPDP using Problem Set R102
As expected, there is not much of a difference in the solving time between R101
and R102 problems (Tables 4 and 5) , and the number of used vehicles increases as the problem size increases. However, the average gap between the LP solution and the optimal integer solution doesn't increase significantly as the problem size increases. We note that we were able to find the optimal solution in all ten samples for each problem size listed in the table within the stopping criterion of three CPU hours. Tables 6 and 7 show the results of solving Solomon's C type benchmark problems when there is no restriction placed on the pairing between the pickup and delivery location. Recall, for these data sets the demand locations are clustered. Table 7 Results of MVPDP using Problem Set C102
Number of Customers
Comparing Tables 4 and 5 with Tables 6 and 7 , we find that our algorithm on average can solve the R-type problem faster than the same size C-type problem. The average gap between the LP-relaxation and the optimal solution in the C-type problem is less than that for the corresponding R-type problem, which may be due to the fact that the optimal integer solution for the C-type problem is smaller.
To further understand the relationship between the solving time and the data sets, we ran additional experiments in which we did not make a complete random pairing between the pickup and delivery locations of the same request. In one set of experiments, the pickup and delivery locations for each customer are paired exclusively in the same cluster, and in the other set of experiments they are restricted to be in different clusters.
The computational results are shown in the Tables 8 and 9 . Table 9 Results of MVPDP using Problem Set C101 When the Pickup and Delivery Locations for the Same Customers are in Different Clusters
Comparing Tables 8 and 9 , problems in which the pickup and delivery locations are in different clusters are harder to solve than problems in which the pickup and delivery locations are in the same cluster by using our algorithm. Comparing Tables 8   and 9 with the results in Table 6 , it is clear that problems in Table 8 are the easiest category of problems for our formulation. They can even be solved faster than the same size R-type problem. Problems in Table 9 are the hardest set of problems to solve for our formulation. Since problems in Table 6 can be viewed as random combinations of those in Tables 8 and 9 , they can be solved faster than problems in Table 9 but slower than problems in Table 8 .
Test Problems for m-PDPHTW
Our formulation can be easily extended to deal with the hard time window problem by including constraints (17) to (20) . The purpose of this analysis is to study the sensitivity of the gap between the linear and integer optimal solution as the capacity and time window constraints are relaxed. We note that the gap will increase when the time window increases regardless of the solution technique applied to the problem. The purpose of this analysis is to study the sensitivity of this gap as the constraints are relaxed.
We attempted to solve the problem instances used by Dumas, Desrosiers, and Soumis (1991) , but unfortunately they are no longer available. Thus, we used a similar method to that of Savelsbergh and Sol (1998) to randomly generate test instances for the hard time window case. Their method can be described as follows.
One hundred points are randomly generated within a 200×200 square. All pickup and delivery locations are randomly selected from these 100 points. Table 10 Problem Classes
Before solving the problem, we use the same steps as Dumas, Desrosiers, and Soumis (1991) to determine the admissible arcs in the hard time window and vehicle capacity conditions. In Table 11 we show the computational results of solving the above five problem classes. The vehicle cost was set to 10000 except for the E class problem because without the restrictive capacity and time windows, the optimal solution will only include a single vehicle if the fixed vehicle cost is set to a high number for the E class problem. Z OPT is the optimal solution and Z LP is the linear programming bound at the We remark that in their experiments Savelsbergh and Sol (1998) do not consider the E class of problems since their set of experiments focused on tight time window and capacity constraints using a Column Generation Method to solve the problem sets. They also run problem sets consisting of 30 customers as opposed to our 15 since it is computationally prohibitive to optimally solve the larger problem instances for the E class of problems.
Using the same definition of Savelsbergh and Sol (1998) , the integrality gap is calculated by (Z OPT -Z LP )/( Z OPT -Total cost of using vehicles). We note that for the problem sets with tight capacity and time window constraints (classes A, B, C, and D) our gap is higher than those reported by Savelsbergh and Sol (1998) . This result is to be expected since the Column Generation Method is a very effective technique to optimally solve the problem when a significant number of arcs can be eliminated. Our proposed approach is primarily intended for problems from class E.
Conclusions
This paper presents a new 0-1 linear programming formulation for the multiple vehicle pickup and delivery problem. Our solution approach is based on a branch-andcut algorithm. By using the proposed solution approach, we were able to optimally solve problem instances of up to 5 vehicles and 17 customers on problems without clusters and up to 5 vehicles and 25 customers on problems with clusters within a stopping criterion of three CPU hours on a SUN Fire 4800 System. Table 3 . Computational Comparison between using Prediction and without using Prediction Table 4 . Results of MVPDP using Problem Set R101 Table 5 . Results of MVPDP using Problem Set R102 Table 6 . Results of MVPDP using Problem Set C101 Table 7 . Results of MVPDP using Problem Set C102 
